Abstract. Every Fourier-Mukai equivalence between the derived categories of two K3 surfaces induces a Hodge isometry of their cohomologies viewed as Hodge structures of weight two endowed with the Mukai pairing. We prove that this Hodge isometry preserves the natural orientation of the four positive directions. This leads to a complete description of the action of the group of all autoequivalences on cohomology very much like the classical Torelli theorem for K3 surfaces determining all Hodge isometries that are induced by automorphisms.
Introduction
The second cohomology H 2 (X, Z) of a K3 surface X is an even unimodular lattice of signature (3, 19) endowed with a natural weight two Hodge structure. The inequality (α, α) > 0 describes an open subset of the 20-dimensional real vector space H 1,1 (X) ∩ H 2 (X, R) with two connected components C X and −C X . Here C X denotes the positive cone, i.e. the connected component that contains the Kähler cone K X of all Kähler classes on X.
Any automorphism f : X ∼ / / X of the complex surface X defines an isometry
compatible with the weight two Hodge structure. In particular, f * preserves the set C X ⊔ (−C X ).
As the image of a Kähler class is again a Kähler class, one actually has f * (C X ) = C X . In other words, f * respects the connected components of the set of (1, 1)-classes α with (α, α) > 0. If one wants to avoid the existence of Kähler structures, the proof of this assertion is a little more delicate. However, applying his polynomial invariants, Donaldson proved in [11] a much stronger result not appealing to the complex or Kähler structure of X at all. Before recalling his result, let us rephrase the above discussion in terms of orientations of positive three-spaces. Consider any three-dimensional subspace F ⊂ H 2 (X, R) on which the intersection pairing is positive definite. Then F is called a positive three-space. Using orthogonal projections, given orientations on two positive three-spaces can be compared to each other. So, if ρ is an arbitrary isometry of H 2 (X, R) and F is a positive three-space, one can ask whether a given orientation of F coincides with the image of this orientation on ρ(F ). If this is the case, then one says that ρ is orientation preserving. Note that this does neither depend on F nor on the chosen orientation of F . The fact that any automorphism f of the complex surface X induces a Hodge isometry with f * (C X ) = C X is equivalent to saying that f * is orientation preserving. More generally one has: This leads to a complete description of the image of the natural representation
as the set of all orientation preserving isometries of the lattice H 2 (X, Z). That every orientation preserving isometry can be lifted to a diffeomorphism relies on the Global Torelli theorem (see [2] ). The other inclusion is the above result of Donaldson. There are several reasons to pass from automorphisms or, more generally, diffeomorphisms of a K3 surface X to derived autoequivalences. First of all, exact autoequivalences of the bounded derived category
coh (O X -Mod) of coherent sheaves can be considered as natural generalizations of automorphisms of the complex surface X, for any automorphism clearly induces an autoequivalence of D b (X). The second motivation comes from mirror symmetry, which suggests a link between the group of autoequivalences of D b (X) and the group of diffeomorphisms or rather symplectomorphisms of the mirror dual K3 surface.
In order to study the derived category D b (X) and its autoequivalences, one needs to introduce the Mukai lattice H(X, Z) which comes with a natural weight two Hodge structure. The lattice H(X, Z) is by definition the full cohomology H * (X, Z) endowed with a modification of the intersection pairing (the Mukai pairing) obtained by introducing a sign in the pairing of H 0 with H 4 . The weight two Hodge structure on H(X, Z) is by definition orthogonal with respect to the Mukai pairing and therefore determined by setting H 2,0 (X) := H 2,0 (X).
In his seminal article [29] , Mukai showed that to any exact autoequivalence (of Fourier The lattice H(X, Z) has signature (4, 20) and, in analogy to the discussion above, one says that an isometry ρ of H(X, Z) is orientation preserving if under orthogonal projection a given orientation of a positive four-space in H(X, Z) coincides with the induced one on its image under ρ. Whether ρ is orientation preserving does neither depend on the positive four-space nor on the chosen orientation of it. The main result of this paper is the proof of a conjecture that has been formulated by Szendrői in [33] as the mirror dual of Donaldson's Theorem 1. For most of the known equivalences this can be checked directly, e.g. for spherical twists and tensor products with line bundles. The case of equivalences given by the universal family of stable sheaves is more complicated and was treated in [21] . The proof of the general case, as presented in this article, is rather involved.
Theorem 2 can also be formulated for derived equivalences between two different projective K3 surfaces by using the natural orientation of the four positive directions (see Section 4.5) .
Based on results of Orlov [30] , it was proved in [15, 31] that any orientation preserving Hodge isometry actually occurs in the image of the representation Aut(D b (X)) / / O( H(X, Z)). This can be considered as the analogue of the fact alluded to above that any orientation preserving isometry of H 2 (X, Z) lifts to a diffeomorphism or to the part of the Global Torelli theorem that describes the automorphisms of a K3 surfaces in terms of Hodge isometries of the second cohomology. Together with Theorem 1, it now allows one to describe the image of the representation Φ / / Φ H * as the group of all orientation preserving Hodge isometries of the Mukai lattice H(X, Z):
The kernel of Diff(M ) / / O(H 2 (X, Z)) is largely unknown, e.g. we do not know whether it is connected. In the derived setting we have at least a beautiful conjecture due to Bridgeland which describes the kernel of the analogous representation in the derived setting as the fundamental group of an explicit period domain (see [3] ).
The key idea of our approach is actually quite simple: Deforming the Fourier-Mukai kernel of a given derived equivalence yields a derived equivalence between generic K3 surfaces and those have been dealt with in [18] . In particular, it is known that in the generic case the action on cohomology is orientation preserving. As the action on the lattice H(X, Z) stays constant under deformation, this proves the assertion.
What makes this program complicated and interesting, is the deformation theory that is involved. First of all, one has to make sure that the Fourier-Mukai kernel does deform sideways to any order. This can be shown if one of the two Fourier-Mukai partners is deformed along a twistor space, which itself depends on a chosen Ricci-flat metric on the K3 surface, and the other is deformed appropriately. The second problem, as usual in deformation theory, is convergence of the deformation. This point is quite delicate for at least two reasons: The Fourier-Mukai kernel is not just a coherent sheaf but a complex of coherent sheaves and the deformation we consider is not algebraic. We circumvent both problems by deforming only to the very general fibre of a formal deformation, which is a rigid analytic variety. (In fact, only the abelian and derived category of coherent sheaves on the rigid analytic variety are used and never the variety itself.) The price one pays for passing to the general fibre of the formal deformation only and not to an actual non-algebraic K3 surface is that the usual C-linear categories are replaced by categories defined over the non-algebraically closed field C((t)) of Laurent series.
The original paper [19] combined the results of this article and the more formal aspects now written up in [20] . We hope that splitting [19] in two shorter articles will make the structure of the discussion clearer and not lead to confusion.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, after defining the formal setting we will work with, we show that, for a formal twistor deformation associated to a very general Kähler class, the bounded derived category of its general fibre has only one spherical object up to shift (Proposition 2.14). Hence the results of [18] can be applied. This part is based on results in [19] not covered here, which can now also be found in the separate [20] . In order to study autoequivalences of the bounded derived category of the general fibre, we construct a special stability condition for which the sections of the formal deformations yield the only stable semi-rigid objects (Proposition 2.17). As a consequence, we prove that up to shift and spherical twist any autoequivalence of the general fibre sends points to points (Proposition 2.18) and its Fourier-Mukai kernel is a sheaf (Proposition 2.19).
Section 3 deals with the deformation theory of kernels of Fourier-Mukai equivalences. In order to control the obstructions, one has to compare the Kodaira-Spencer classes of the two sides of the Fourier-Mukai equivalence, which will be done using the language of Hochschild (co)homology. In particular we show that, under suitable hypotheses on the deformation and on the Fourier-Mukai kernel, the kernel itself deforms.
In Section 4 we come back to derived equivalences of K3 surfaces and their deformations. We will prove in two steps that the first order obstruction and all the higher order obstructions are trivial. For one of the K3 surfaces the deformation will be given by the twistor space and for the other it will be constructed recursively. The conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2 is in Section 4.4.
The very general twistor fibre of a K3 surface
In this section we study very special formal deformations of smooth projective K3 surfaces. The aim is to prove that the derived category of what will be called the general fibre of the formal deformation behaves similarly to the derived category of a generic non-projective K3 surface.
Formal deformations. Let
] be the ring of power series in t with field of fractions K := C((t)), the field of all Laurent series. For any n, the surjection R / / / / R n := C[t]/(t n+1 ) yields a closed embedding Spec(R n ) ⊂ Spec(R), the n-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of 0 ∈ Spec(R). The increasing sequence of closed subschemes 0 = Spec(R 0 ) ⊂ Spec(R 1 ) ⊂ . . . ⊂ Spec(R n ) ⊂ . . . defines the formal scheme Spf(R).
A formal deformation of a smooth projective variety X is a smooth and proper formal R-scheme π : X / / Spf(R), where X is given by an inductive system of schemes π n : X n / / Spec(R n ), smooth and proper over R n , and isomorphisms
over R n such that X 0 = X. While the topological space underlying the scheme X is X, the structure sheaf of
For the rest of this paper the natural inclusions will be denoted as follows (m < n):
/ / X n+1 , and j n = i 0,n : X / / X n . Example 2.1. Examples of formal deformations of a smooth projective variety X are obtained by looking at smooth and proper families X / / D of (usually non-algebraic) complex manifolds over a one-dimensional disk D with local parameter t and special fibre X = X 0 . The infinitesimal neighbourhoods X n := X × D Spec(R n ), considered as R n -schemes, form an inductive system and thus give rise to a formal R-scheme π : X / / Spf(R). Thus, although the nearby fibres X t of X = X 0 could be non-algebraic, the construction leads to the algebraic object X .
If X is a K3 surface, examples of such families are provided by the twistor space π : X(ω) / / P(ω) associated to a Kähler class ω on X. The total space X(ω) is a compact complex threefold, which is never algebraic nor Kähler (see [13, Rem. 25.2] ), and the projection π is smooth and holomorphic onto the base P(ω), which is non-canonically isomorphic to P 1 . The fibres are the complex manifolds obtained by hyperkähler rotating the original complex structure defining X in the direction of the hyperkähler metric determined by ω. In particular, there is a distinguished point 0 ∈ P(ω) such that the fibre X(ω) 0 := π −1 (0) is our original K3 surface X. By construction, the image of the composition
is any non-trivial holomorphic two-form, is spanned by the Kähler class ω (for further details, see [1] ).
Choosing a local parameter t around 0, one gets a formal deformation π : X / / Spf(R) which we call the formal twistor space of X. Notice that the construction depends on the choice of the Kähler class ω and of the local parameter t.
The R-linear category Coh(X ) of coherent sheaves on X contains the full abelian subcategory Coh(X ) 0 ⊂ Coh(X ) consisting of all sheaves E ∈ Coh(X ) such that t n E = 0 for n ≫ 0. (For the definition of coherent sheaves on noetherian formal schemes see [14, Ch. II.9] or [23] .) By definition Coh(X ) 0 is a Serre subcategory and the quotient category
is called the category of coherent sheaves on the general fibre. By abuse of notation, we sometimes denote Coh(X K ) by X K . When X is a formal twistor space, we call the general fibre X K the general twistor fibre.
For E ∈ Coh(X ), denote by E K its projection in Coh(X K ). The category Coh(X K ) is a K-linear abelian category and
for any E, F ∈ Coh(X ) (see [19, Prop. 2.4] or [20, Prop. 2.3] ). A coherent sheaf E ∈ Coh(X ) is R-flat if the multiplication with t yields an injective homomorphism t : E / / E. We denote by Coh(X ) f ⊂ Coh(X ) the full additive subcategory of all R-flat sheaves. Observe that Coh(X ) f / / Coh(X K ) is essentially surjective, i.e. every object F ∈ Coh(X K ) can be lifted to an R-flat sheaf on X . Indeed, if
where E f = E/T and T := ∪Ker(t n : E / / E) (notice that since locally a coherent sheaf E is the completion of a finitely generated module over a noetherian ring, the union stabilizes). By definition E f is an R-flat lift of F .
Passing to derived categories, consider the full thick triangulated subcategory
is called the derived category of the general fibre. As before, we denote by
for any E, F ∈ D b (X ) (see [19, Prop. 3.9] or [20, Prop. 2.9] ). In particular D b (X K ) has finite dimensional Hom-spaces over K. Moreover Coh(X K ) is the heart of a bounded t-structure in
When X is a K3 surface, the main properties of D b (X K ) are summarized by the following result which is proved in [19, Sect. 3] 
Recall that a K3 category is a triangulated category with finite dimensional Hom-spaces and such that the double shift defines a Serre functor (see [18] ).
The main derived functors (tensor product, pull-back push-forward, Hom's) are well-defined at the level of derived categories of formal schemes over Spf(R). Moreover, all the basic properties of them (e.g. commutativity, flat base change, projection formula) hold in the formal context. All those functors are R-linear and hence they factorize through the derived category of the general fibre, verifying the same compatibilities (see [19, App. A.1] or [20, Sect. 2.3] ). To simplify the notation, sometimes we will denote a functor and its derived version in the same manner. In the case of an immersion of (formal) schemes j : Y / / Z and a sheaf F ∈ Coh(Z), we set
Remark 2.3. Let X and Y be smooth and projective varieties. Let X n , Y n / / Spec(R n ) be an inductive system of smooth and proper schemes such that X n × Rn Spec(R 0 ) ≃ X and Y n × Rn Spec(R 0 ) ≃ Y , with n ∈ N. These collections yield formal deformations X , Y / / Spf(R) of X and Y respectively. i) Any bounded complex with coherent cohomology on a smooth formal scheme is perfect, i.e. locally quasi-isomorphic to a finite complex of locally free sheaves of finite type. This is however not true for X n , n > 0, in which case we will have sometimes to work with
the full triangulated subcategory of perfect complexes on
, we can define the Fourier-Mukai transform
where p : X × Y / / Y and q : X × Y / / X are the projections. All the basic properties of FourierMukai transforms valid for smooth projective varieties extend to the formal setting (see [19, App. A.2] or [20, Sect. 2.3] ). Everything said also works for X n and Y n with the only difference that we have to assume now that the Fourier-Mukai kernel
is an equivalence, where [19, Cor. 3.20] or [20, Cor. 2.13] ).
Sheaves and complexes of sheaves are usually denoted by E, F , etc. The use of E, F wants to indicate that they are Fourier-Mukai kernels, which we wish to distinguish from the objects on the source and target variety of the associated Fourier-Mukai transform.
Given a formal deformation π : X / / Spf(R) of a smooth projective variety X, the category D b (X K ) contains the special object O X K := (O X ) K . Other objects of interest for this paper are obtained as follows. A multisection is an integral formal subscheme Z ⊂ X which is flat of relative dimension zero over Spf(R). The structure sheaf O Z of such a multisection induces an object in Coh(X K ). Objects of this form will usually be denoted by K(x) ∈ Coh(X K ) and should be thought of as (structure sheaves of) closed points x ∈ X K of the general fibre X K . By specialization, any point K(x) ∈ Coh(X K ) determines a closed point x ∈ X of the special fibre. The point x is called K-rational if Z ⊂ X is a section, i.e. π| Z : Z / / Spf(R) is an isomorphism. Clearly, a closed point x ∈ X K is K-rational if and only if the natural homomorphism
Remark 2.4. Let X be a formal deformation of a K3 surface X and take
2. An example of spherical object is provided by O X K . For this use (2.3) and (2.2).
ii) The object F is semi-rigid if Ext
2) and Serre duality one shows that a K-rational point x is semi-rigid.
2.2. Torsion (free) sheaves on the general fibre. For a formal deformation X of a smooth projective variety X, we say that F ∈ Coh(X K ) is torsion (resp. torsion free) if there exists a lift E ∈ Coh(X ) of F which is a torsion (resp. torsion free) sheaf on X .
Note that F ∈ Coh(X K ) is torsion if and only if any lift of F is torsion. A torsion free F always admits also lifts which are not torsion free (just add R-torsion sheaves). However, the lift E of a torsion free F is R-flat if and only if it is torsion free. We leave it to the reader to show that any subobject of a torsion free F ∈ Coh(X K ) is again torsion free and that any F ∈ Coh(X K ) admits a maximal torsion subobject F tor ⊂ F whose cokernel F/F tor is torsion free (use (2.1)).
Well-known arguments of Langton and Maruyama can be adapted to prove the following:
Lemma 2.5. Any torsion free F ∈ Coh(X K ) admits an R-flat lift E ∈ Coh(X ) such that the restriction E 0 of E to the special fibre is a torsion free sheaf on X.
Proof. We shall prove the following more precise claim (cf. the proof of [16, Thm. 2.B.1]): Let E be a torsion free (as O X -module) coherent sheaf on X . Then there exists a coherent subsheaf E ′ ⊂ E with E ′ 0 := Lι * E ′ a torsion free sheaf and such that the inclusion induces an isomorphism
Suppose there is no such E ′ ⊂ E. Then we construct a strictly decreasing sequence . . . E n+1 ⊂ E n ⊂ . . . ⊂ E 0 = E inductively as follows:
where (E n 0 ) tor means the torsion part on the special fibre. Clearly, E n K = E K . For later use, we introduce B n := (E n 0 ) tor and G n := E n 0 /B n , which will be considered simultaneously as sheaves on the special fibre X and as sheaves on X . Then there are two exact sequences of sheaves on X ,torsion free sheaves . . . ⊂ G n ⊂ G n+1 ⊂ . . .. The support of the torsion sheaves B n on X might have components of codimension one, but for n ≫ 0 the filtration stabilizes in codimension one. Indeed, clearly, the support of the B n stabilizes for n ≫ 0 and on there the generic rank will have to stabilize, which then means that the B n themselves stabilize in codimension one.
Hence, . . . ⊂ G n ⊂ G n+1 ⊂ . . . stabilizes for n ≫ 0 in codimension one as well. In particular, the reflexive hulls do not change, i.e. (G n )ˇˇ= (G n+1 )ˇˇfor n ≫ 0. Therefore, for n ≫ 0 the sequence G n ⊂ G n+1 ⊂ . . . is an ascending sequence of coherent subsheaves of a fixed coherent sheaf and hence stabilizes for n ≫ 0. This in turn implies that . . . ⊂ B n+1 ⊂ B n ⊂ . . . stabilizes for n ≫ 0.
Replacing E by E n with n ≫ 0, we may assume that G :
. . and 0 = B := B 0 = B 1 = . . . = B n = . . .. Note that this actually implies E 0 = G ⊕ B.
We continue with the new E obtained in this way and consider the filtration E n for it. Now set Q n := E/E n . Then by definition of E n one has Q n 0 ≃ G. Moreover, there exists an exact sequence
Indeed, by construction tE n ⊂ E n+1 and thus t n E = t n E 0 ⊂ E n . Thus, we have a sequence of surjections E/t n E / / / / Q n of coherent sheaves on X n−1 whose restriction to the special fibre yields the surjection E 0 / / / / G with non-trivial torsion kernel B. One easily verifies that the system (E/t n E / / / / Q n ) yields a surjection E / / / / Q of coherent sheaves on the formal scheme X . Indeed, the system (Q n ) defines a coherent sheaf on the formal scheme X , for G = Ker(Q n+1 / / Q n ) = t n Q n+1 . The inclusion t n Q n+1 ⊂ G is obvious and G ⊂ t n Q n+1 can be proved inductively as follows: Suppose one has proved already that G ⊂ t k Q n+1 for k < n, is the kernel of the projection
The compatibility with the quotient maps E/t n E / / / / Q n is obvious. Outside the support of B the morphism E / / / / Q is an isomorphism and hence Ker(E / / / / Q) must be torsion and non-trivial. This contradicts the assumption on E.
2.3.
The K-group of the general fibre. With the usual notation, for E, E ′ ∈ D b (X) one sets:
and analogously for F,
Recall that (see [19, 
, where E 0 and E ′ 0 are the restrictions of E and E ′ to the special fibre. Let us now consider the K-groups of the various derived categories:
Numerical equivalence for the general fibre is defined similarly in terms of χ K . Set
(The orthogonal complement is taken with respect to χ 0 .)
Proof. The linearity of the map is evident, but in order to show that it is well-defined one needs
. This follows from (2.2). In order to prove injectivity of res, suppose
is surjective, this proves the claim.
Remark 2.7. In fact, res can be lifted to a map
which will be used only once (see the proof of Corollary 4.9). To show that the natural map
As any R-torsion sheaf admits a filtration with quotients living on X 0 = X, it is enough to prove that 0 = [Lι * ι * G] ∈ K(X) for any G ∈ Coh(X). For this, we complete the adjunction morphism
For the existence of (2.4) see e.g. [17, Cor. 11.4] . The proof there can be adapted to the formal setting.
2.4.
The general fibre of a very general twistor space. Let π : X / / Spf(R) be a formal twistor space of a K3 surface X associated to a Kähler class ω. In the following, ω has to be chosen very general in order to ensure that only the trivial line bundle O X deforms sideways. Here is the precise definition we shall work with.
The twistor space associated to a very general Kähler class will be called a very general twistor space and its general fibre a very general twistor fibre.
Remark 2.9. Thus the set of very general Kähler classes is the complement (inside the Kähler cone K X ) of the countable union of all hyperplanes α ⊥ ⊂ H 1,1 (X, R) with 0 = α ∈ H 1,1 (X, Z) and is, therefore, not empty. Moreover, very general Kähler classes always exist also in Pic(X) ⊗ R.
In the next proposition we collect the consequences of this choice that will be used in the following discussion. iii) The Mukai vector v := ch · td(X) and the restriction map res (see Lemma 2.6) define isomorphisms
Proof. i) As ω is very general, even to first order no integral (1, 1)-class on X stays pure. Thus, in fact any line bundle on X 1 is trivial (see e.g. [13, Lemma 26.4] ).
ii) The second assertion holds without any genericity assumption on the Kähler class ω and goes back to Fujiki [12] . The case of relative dimension one can also be excluded using i).
iii) For the second isomorphism we need to show that ι * K(X ) ⊥ /∼ = H 1,1 (X, Z). As has been used already in the proof of i), no class in H 1,1 (X, Z) deforms even to first order. In other words, the image of ι * K(X ) in N (X) is contained in H 0 (X, Z) ⊕ H 4 (X, Z) and thus orthogonal to H 2 (X) and in particular to H 1,1 (X, Z), proving
To prove that the inclusion H 1,1 (X, Z) ⊂ ι * K(X ) ⊥ is an equality, consider O X and the structure sheaf O Lx of any section through a given closed point x ∈ X. Then ι * O X ≃ O X and ι * O Lx ≃ k(x) with Mukai vectors (1, 0, 1) and (0, 0, 1) , respectively. These two vectors form a basis of (H 0 ⊕ H 4 )(X, Z) and their images in N (X)/ι * K(X ) ⊥ are linearly independent, because
. This proves that the inclusion H 1,1 (X, Z) ⊂ ι * K(X ) ⊥ cannot be strict. Hence we get the second isomorphism.
The injectivity of the map res has been shown in general in Lemma 2.6 and
i) If F is a non-trivial torsion free sheaf on X K , then v(res(F )) = (r, s) with r > 0. ii) For any closed point y ∈ X K one has v(res(K(y))) = (0, d), where d is the degree (over Spf(R)) of the multisection Z ⊂ X corresponding to y.
iii) If F ∈ Coh(X K ) with v(res(F )) = (0, 0), then F = 0. Indeed, if E is an R-flat lift of F , then E 0 would be a sheaf concentrated in dimension zero without global sections. Hence E 0 = 0 and then also E = 0.
The restriction E 0 of an R-flat lift E of a torsion F ∈ Coh(X K ) is a torsion sheaf on the special fibre X 0 ≃ X with zero-dimensional support (use Proposition 2.10). The structure of torsion sheaves on the general twistor fibre is described by the following result. 
Proof. i) Indeed, if one lifts F to an R-flat sheaf E, then E is supported on a finite union of irreducible multisections Z i ⊂ X . If only one Z 1 occurs, E can be filtered such that all quotients are isomorphic to O Z 1 which induces the claimed filtration of F = E K . Thus, it suffices to show that for two distinct multisections Z 1 , Z 2 ⊂ X inducing points y 1 = y 2 ∈ X K in the general fibre there are no non-trivial extensions, i.e. Ext 1 X K (K(y 1 ), K(y 2 )) = 0. If Z 1 and Z 2 specialize to distinct points y 1 = y 2 ∈ X (with multiplicities), then this obvious by semi-continuity (2.3). For y 1 = y 2 one still has χ K (K(y 1 ), K(y 2 )) = χ 0 (k(y 1 ), k(y 2 )) = 0 due to (2.2). Using Serre duality, it therefore suffices to show that Hom
is a non-trivial homomorphism, then its image would be the structure sheaf of a subscheme of X contained in Z 1 and in Z 2 . Clearly, the irreducible multisections Z i do not contain any proper subschemes.
ii) By i) it suffices to show that Hom X K (F, K(y)) = 0 for any closed point y ∈ X K and any torsion free F ∈ Coh(X K ). Using Serre duality, one knows Ext
where r is given by v(res(F )) = (r, s) and d is the degree of the multisection corresponding to y ∈ X K , implies the assertion.
Clearly, in the decomposition F ≃ F i we may assume that the points y i are pairwise distinct, which we will usually do. Remark 2.13. Later we shall use Proposition 2.10 and Corollary 2.12 under slightly weaker assumptions. One easily checks that it suffices to assume that the first order neighbourhood of X / / Spf(R) is induced by a generic twistor space. In fact, the only assumption that is really needed is that O X is the only line bundle on X .
2.5. Spherical objects on the very general twistor fibre. The proof of the following proposition is almost a word by word copy of the proof of [18 
Proof. Proposition 2.14 in [18] shows that i) implies ii) and iii). Thus, only i) needs a proof. First, let us show that any rigid F ∈ Coh(X K ) is torsion free. If not, the standard exact sequence 0
2) together with Hom X (F tor , F ′ ) = 0 and [18, Lemma 2.7] would show that also F tor is rigid. However, due to Corollary 2.12, i) [F tor ] ∈ K(X K ) equals a direct sum of sheaves of the form K(y). As χ K (K(y 1 ), K(y 2 )) = 0 for arbitrary points y 1 , y 2 ∈ X K , one also has χ K (F tor , F tor ) = 0, which obviously contradicts rigidity of a non-trivial F tor ∈ Coh(X K ).
As an illustration of the techniques, let us next prove that O X K is the only spherical object in D b (X K ) that is contained in Coh(X K ). Suppose F ∈ Coh(X K ) is spherical and let E ∈ Coh(X ) be an R-flat torsion free lift of F . Then, by (2.2), one has 2 = χ K (F, F ) = χ 0 (E 0 , E 0 ), i.e. v(E 0 ) = v(res(F )) = ±(1, 0, 1). As F (and hence E 0 ) is a sheaf, we must have v(E 0 ) = (1, 0, 1). In other words, F and O X K are numerically equivalent and, in particular, χ K (O X K , F ) = 2. The latter implies the existence of a non-trivial f : F / / O X K or a non-trivial f : O X K / / F . Now we conclude by observing that any non-trivial f : G 1 / / G 2 in Coh(X K ) between torsion free G 1 and G 2 with v(res(G 1 )) = v(res(G 2 )) = (1, 0, 1) is necessarily an isomorphism. Indeed, kernel and image of such an f are either trivial or torsion free of rank one. Since the rank is additive and f = 0, in fact f is injective. The cokernel of the injective f : G 1 / / G 2 would be an H ∈ Coh(X K ) with trivial Mukai vector v(res(H)) = 0 and hence H = 0 (see Example 2.11, iii)), i.e. f is an isomorphism.
Consider now an arbitrary rigid indecomposable F ∈ Coh(X K ) and let (r 0 , s 0 ) = v(res(F )). Then χ K (F, F ) = 2r 0 s 0 > 0 and hence s 0 > 0. Therefore, χ K (O X K , F ) = r 0 + s 0 > 0. Suppose Hom X K (O X K , F ) = 0 and consider a short exact sequence of the form
We claim that then F ′ must be torsion free. If not, the extension
would necessarily be non-trivial, for ξ −1 (F ′ tor ) ⊂ F is torsion free. On the other hand, by Serre duality and Corollary 2.12, i), one has Ext
where Z ⊂ X is the multisection corresponding to y ∈ X K . Now choose r maximal in (2.5). As any 0 = s ∈ Hom X K (O X K , F ′ ) defines an injection (use F ′ torsion free), the lift of s tos ∈ Hom X K (O X K , F ), which exists as O X K is spherical, together with the given inclusion O 2.12, ii) ). This would contradict the rigidity of F . Hence F ≃ Fˇˇ. Then Hom X K (F, O X K ) = Hom X K (O X K , Fˇ) and we can apply the previous discussion to the rigid sheaf Fˇ.
Let us now consider the spherical twist
e. the Fourier-Mukai equivalence with kernel
, where ∆ is the diagonal in X × R X . We have the following consequence of the previous result, which will be used in the proof of Proposition 2.18. 2.6. Stability conditions on the very general twistor fibre. The next task consists of actually constructing one explicit stability condition. Following the arguments in [18] , it should be possible to classify all stability conditions on D b (X K ) for X K the very general twistor fibre as before. However, for our purpose this is not needed.
Corollary 2.15. ([18], Proposition 2.18.) Suppose σ is a stability condition on
We shall next mimic the definition of a particular stability condition for general non-projective K3 surfaces introduced in [18, Sect. 4] . Fix a real number u < −1 and let F, T ⊂ Coh(X K ) be the full additive subcategories of all torsion free respectively torsion sheaves F ∈ Coh(X K ).
Lemma 2.16. The full subcategories F, T ⊂ Coh(X K ) form a torsion theory for the abelian category Coh(X K ).
Proof. For the definition of torsion theories see e.g. [3] . Let F ∈ Coh(X K ) and E ∈ Coh(X ) with E K ≃ F . Consider the short exact sequence 0 / / E tor / / E / / E/E tor / / 0 of coherent sheaves on X . Its restriction to X K , i.e. its image in Coh(X K ), is still a short exact sequence, which decomposes F into the torsion part (E tor ) K and its torsion free part (E/E tor ) K . As there are no non-trivial homomorphisms from a torsion sheaf on X to a torsion free one, the same holds true in Coh(X K ).
The heart of the t-structure associated to this torsion theory is the abelian category
consisting of all complexes F ∈ D b (Coh(X K )) concentrated in degree 0 and −1 with H 0 (F ) ∈ Coh(X K ) torsion and H −1 (F ) ∈ Coh(X K ) torsion free. On this heart, one defines the additive function Z : A / / C , F / / −u · r − s , where (r, s) = v(res(F )). Note that by definition Z takes values only in R.
Proposition 2.17. The above construction defines a locally finite stability condition σ on
Proof. Let us first show that Z(F ) ∈ R <0 for any non-trivial F ∈ A. The Mukai vector of a torsion F ∈ Coh(X K ) is of the form v(res(F )) = (0, s) with s = −c 2 (E 0 ), where E is an R-flat lift of F . Thus, E 0 is a non-trivial torsion sheaf on X with zero-dimensional support and therefore
Let now F ∈ Coh(X K ) be torsion free. Then due to Lemma 2.5, there exists an R-flat lift E ∈ Coh(X ) with E 0 a torsion free sheaf. We have to show that u · rk(E 0 ) + s(E 0 ) < 0 or, equivalently, c 2 (E 0 ) > rk(E 0 ) · (u + 1). The inequality is linear in short exact sequences and holds for all ideal sheaves I Z ⊂ O X of (possibly empty) zero-dimensional subschemes Z ⊂ X. By induction on the rank, we can therefore reduce to the case that H 0 (X, E 0 ) = 0 and H 2 (X, E 0 ) ≃ Hom X (E 0 , O X ) * = 0. (Indeed, e.g. any non trivial global section of E 0 induces an injection O X ⊂ E 0 whose cokernel has fewer global sections. Since O X clearly satisfies the inequality, which is linear in short exact sequences, it then suffices to verify the inequality for the quotient which is of smaller rank than the original E 0 . Since torsion sheaves also satisfy the inequality, one can divide out by the torsion part of the quotient to get again a torsion free sheaf.) But then χ(E 0 ) ≤ 0 and hence the Riemann-Roch formula yields c 2 (E 0 ) ≥ 2rk(E 0 ) > 0.
In order to verify the Harder-Narasimhan property of σ, one shows that the abelian category A is noetherian and artinian. At the same time, this then proves that σ is locally finite. If F ∈ A, then H −1 (F ) [1] , H 0 (F ) ∈ A and the distinguished triangle 0
. is a descending sequence in A, then the H −1 of it form a descending sequence of torsion free sheaves. Due to rank considerations this eventually stabilizes (the quotients H −1 (F i )/H −1 (F i+1 ) are also torsion free!) and from then on one has a decreasing sequence of torsion sheaves H 0 (F i ) ⊃ H 0 (F i+1 ) ⊃ . . .. After choosing R-flat lifts and restricting to the special fibre, this yields a decreasing filtration of sheaves on X concentrated in dimension zero, which stabilizes as well. Thus, A is artinian. The proof that A is noetherian is similar.
Similar arguments also prove that O X K [1] is a minimal object (i.e. an object without proper subobjects) in A and therefore σ-stable of phase one. Indeed, if 0
/ / G / / 0 is a decomposition in A, then the long cohomology sequence shows H 0 (G) = 0 and rk(H −1 (F )) + rk(H −1 (G)) = 1. Hence rk(H −1 (G)) = 0, which would yield G = 0, or rk(H −1 (F )) = 0. The latter would result in a short exact sequence 0 (O X K , F ) = 0 at most for i = 0 (use Serre duality for i > 1). This shows r + s ≥ 0. Thus, if s = 0, then r ≥ 0 and hence r = 0, because objects in A have non-positive rank. Therefore, any semi-rigid stable F ∈ A with End X K (F ) ≃ K satisfies r = 0, i.e. F ∈ Coh(X K ), and, moreover, F is torsion. Pick an R-flat lift E of F , which is necessarily torsion as well. Proposition 2.10 shows that the support Z ⊂ X of E is of relative dimension zero over Spf(R). Clearly, the support of E is irreducible, as otherwise F would have a proper subsheaf contradicting the stability of F . The same argument shows that E is a rank one sheaf on Z. Hence, F ≃ (O Z ) K , which is K-rational if and only if Z ⊂ X is a section of π : X / / Spf(R). Hence F ≃ K(x) with End X K (K(x)) = K.
2.7.
Derived equivalences of the very general twistor fibre. Let us now consider two K3 surfaces X and X ′ , and formal deformations of them
Moreover, we shall assume that π : X / / Spf(R) is the formal twistor space of X associated to a very general Kähler class ω.
The aim of this section is to show that under the genericity assumption on the Kähler class any Fourier-Mukai equivalence between the general fibres X K and X ′ K of the two formal deformations has, up to shift and spherical twist, a sheaf kernel. 
K is not necessarily a very general twistor fibre, Proposition 2.14 still applies. Indeed, the object O X ′ K is spherical and by Proposition 2.14 we know that up to shift O X K is the only quasi-spherical object in
Since the property of being (quasi-)spherical is invariant under equivalence, one concludes that O X K is mapped to a shift of 
Proof. The full triangulated subcategory
for all i and all K-rational points x ∈ X K will play a central role in the proof. i) We shall use the following general fact: Let F ∈ Coh(X K ) such that Hom X K (F, K(x)) = 0 for any K-rational point x ∈ X K , then Hom X K (K(x), F ) = 0 for any K-rational point x ∈ X K . Moreover, in this case F ∈ D.
In order to prove this, choose an R-flat lift E of F . Then the support of E is either X or a finite union Z i of irreducible multisections (see Proposition 2.10). In the first case we would have Hom X K (F, K(x)) = 0 for any point x ∈ X K (see Corollary 2.12, ii)), contradicting the assumption. Thus, F ≃ F i with each (F i ) K admitting a filtration with quotients isomorphic to K(y i ), where the y i are points of the general fibre corresponding to different irreducible multisections (see Corollary 2.12, i)). By our assumption, none of the points y i can be K-rational. But then in fact
Since the R-flat lift E of F is supported in a finite union of multisection, the restriction E 0 of E to the special fibre X has rank zero. Hence 0 = rk F ) , where x ∈ X is the specialization of K(x). This is the second assertion. ii) Next we claim that if F ∈ D, then all cohomology sheaves H q (F ) ∈ Coh(X K ) are as well contained in D. Indeed, using the spectral sequence
one sees that for q minimal with non-vanishing H −q (F ) = 0 any non-trivial element in E 0,q 2 = Hom X K (H −q (F ), K(x)) would survive and thus contradict F ∈ D. Hence, the maximal nontrivial cohomology sheaf of F does not admit non-trivial homomorphisms to any K-rational point and is, therefore, due to i) contained in D. Replacing F by the cone of the natural morphism
, which is again in D and with a smaller number of non-trivial cohomology sheaves, one can continue and eventually proves that all cohomology of F is contained in D.
iii) Consider a sheaf 0 = F ∈ D ∩ Coh(X K ). We claim that Ext
By the definition of D, one has χ K (F, K(x)) = 0 for all K-rational points x ∈ X K . Writing this as the Mukai pairing, one finds that the restriction E 0 of any R-flat lift E of F to the special fibre X will be a sheaf with Mukai vector (0, 0, s), i.e. E 0 is a non-trivial sheaf concentrated in dimension zero. If Ext 
Using ii) and iii), this follows from the spectral sequence
v) Let us show that under Φ the image of any sheaf F ∈ Coh(X K ) orthogonal to all K-rational points is again a sheaf Φ(F ) ∈ Coh(X K ) (and moreover orthogonal to all K-rational points).
As all K-rational points are again of the form Φ(K(x)) for some K-rational point x ∈ X K , the assumption
Hence, using iii) and iv)
, which follows from Proposition 2.14 saying that
are the only spherical objects up to shift. (The shift is indeed trivial which follows easily from the assumption Φ(K(x)) ≃ K(x ′ ).) On the other hand, by ii),
vi) We will now show that Φ not only sends K-rational points to K-rational points, but that in fact any point K(y), K-rational or not, is mapped to a point. Applying the same argument to the inverse functor, one finds that Φ induces a bijection of the set of all (K-rational or not) points.
If
is an R-flat lift of G K . We shall argue as in i). Note that we can in fact apply Proposition 2.10 and Corollary 2.12, for O X ′ is the only line bundle on X ′ (otherwise there would be an extra spherical object) and Remark 2.13 therefore applies. The support of G can either be X ′ or a finite union of multisections. In the first case Hom K (G K , K(x ′ )) = 0 for any K-rational point x ′ ∈ X ′ K . As this would contradict G K ∈ D ′ , we conclude that G is supported on a finite union Z i of multisections Z i each inducing a point
G i with G i admitting a filtration with quotients isomorphic to K(y i ) (cf. Corollary 2.12, i)). Since Φ is an equivalence, G K is simple, i.e. End X K (G K ) is a field. Thus, n = 1 and
vii) The last step is a standard argument. We have to show that the kernel of a Fourier-Mukai transform that sends points to points is a sheaf (cf. e.g. [17, Lemma 3.31] 
is a lift of E K , we have to show that the cohomology H q (E) for q = 0 is R-torsion or equivalently that H q (E) K = 0 for q = 0.
Suppose H q (E) is not R-torsion for some q > 0. Let q 0 be maximal with this property and let y ∈ X K be a point corresponding to a multisection Z ⊂ X in the image of the support of H q 0 (E) under the first projection. Then the sheaf pull-back H 0 (i * H q 0 (E)) is non-trivial, where
which is concentrated in the region p ≤ 0. Due to the maximality of q 0 , the non-vanishing
, which contradicts vi) if q 0 > 0. Suppose there exists a q 0 < 0 with H q 0 (E) K = 0. Choose q 0 < 0 maximal with this property and a multisection y ∈ X K in the support of (the direct image under the first projection of) H q 0 (E). Then H 0 (i * H q 0 (E)) K = 0 and, by using the spectral sequence (2.6) again, H q 0 (i * E) K = 0. As above, this contradicts the assumption that Φ(K(y)) is a sheaf.
Deformation of the Fourier-Mukai kernel
In this section we deal with the obstruction to deforming the kernel of a Fourier-Mukai equivalence sideways. To this end, we need to compare the Kodaira-Spencer classes of the two sides of the Fourier-Mukai equivalence. Before actually showing the triviality of the obstruction, in Section 3.2 we adapt various (known) facts about Hochschild (co)homology to our setting.
3.1. The obstructions. Let X be a smooth projective variety and let π n : X n / / Spec(R n ) be a scheme smooth and proper over R n such that X ≃ X n × Rn Spec(R 0 ). Assume that there exists a deformation π n+1 : X n+1 / / Spec(R n+1 ) of X n to R n+1 , i.e. a scheme smooth and proper over R n+1 such that X n ≃ X n+1 × R n+1 Spec(R n ). The extension class of the short exact sequence
Xn (E n , E n ⊗ Ω Xn ) induced by the boundary map α of the short exact sequence
where J n ⊂ O Xn×Xn is the ideal sheaf of the diagonal η n : X n ∼ / / ∆ n ⊂ X n × X n . (Note that the fibre products are not relative over Spf(R n ), but over Spec(C).) More precisely,
is obtained by viewing the boundary map
as a morphism between two Fourier-Mukai kernels and applying the induced functor transformation to E n .
The Kodaira-Spencer class κ n gives rise to a morphism id En ⊗ κ n : E n ⊗Ω Xn [1] / / E n ⊗j n * O X [2] , which then can be composed with the Atiyah class A(E n ) to give a class
where the isomorphism is given by adjunction j * n ⊣ (j n ) * . As it turns out, this class is the obstruction to deform E n sideways. This is Theorem 3.1. Suppose E n is a perfect complex on X n and the derived pull-back
The proof of the theorem, which makes use of Lieblich's obstruction in [25] , can be found in [19, App. C] . When the deformation X n is integrable, e.g. obtained as in Example 2.1, the theorem can also be deduced from the more general results in [22] . (The assumptions on the non-positive Ext's are not needed in [22] .) Our main application of this theorem concerns the case where E n is a Fourier-Mukai kernel. In this situation the conditions on E 0 are easily verified.
Let us turn to the relative versions of A and κ n . The extension class
of the natural short exact sequence
is the relative Kodaira-Spencer class of order n. Here Ω πn denotes the locally free sheaf of differentials over R n .
The relative Atiyah class of a perfect complex E n ∈ D perf (X n ) (cf. Remark 2.3) is the class
Xn (E n , E n ⊗ Ω πn ) that, as a morphism E n / / E n ⊗ Ω Xn [1] , is induced by the morphism of Fourier-Mukai kernels
Here η n : X n ∼ / / ∆ n ⊂ X n × Rn X n is the relative diagonal, I n its ideal sheaf, and α n is the boundary morphism of the short exact sequence
The composition of A(E n ) with id ⊗ κ n [1] yields the relative obstruction class
Xn (E n , E n ). Moreover, the relative Atiyah class can be used to define the relative Chern character of a perfect complex in the usual way. (Clearly, for vector bundles or in fact arbitrary coherent sheaves on X 0 this coincides by Chern-Weil theory with the usual Chern character.) Composition in D perf (X n ) and exterior product Ω ⊗i
Xn (E n , E n ⊗ Ω i πn ) and taking the trace yields (use E n perfect)
. We compare now the absolute obstruction class o(E n ) with the relative one o(E n ), in the situations of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let E n be a perfect complex on X n as in Theorem 3.1 and assume furthermore that
Proof. The image of the Atiyah class A(E n ) under the natural projection Ω Xn / / Ω πn is the relative Atiyah class A(E n ). Similarly, one can compare the two Kodaira-Spencer classes κ n ∈ Ext
Here, O X / / O Xn / / Ω X n+1 | Xn is given by 1 / / t n / / t n dt and Ω Xn / / Ω πn is the natural projection. Thus one obtains the following commutative diagram
Let us consider the natural short exact sequence
Tensoring it with E n and applying Hom Xn (E n , −) to it, one obtains the long exact sequence
and, by the previous discussion,
3.2. Hochschild (co)homology and Fourier-Mukai transforms. Let π n : X n / / Spec(R n ) be a smooth proper morphism with special fibre X = X 0 of dimension d. We denote by η n : X n ∼ / / ∆ n ⊂ X n × Rn X n the relative diagonal and define the relative Hochschild cohomology as the graded R n -algebra
, where the second isomorphism is obtained by adjunction. Multiplication in HH * (X n /R n ) is given by composition in D b (X n × Rn X n ) and the R n -algebra structure is induced by the natural map R n / / End Xn× Rn Xn (O ∆n ). Similarly, one defines the relative Hochschild homology as
, where ω πn is the relative canonical bundle (see [35, 8, 5] ). There is a natural isomorphism
This follows from the adjunction (η n ) ! ⊣ η * n , where
There is a natural isomorphism in
called the (relative) Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg (HKR) isomorphism. The algebraic case was studied in [36] , for the absolute case see also [28, 7] . The very general situation of an arbitrary analytic morphism has been discussed in [4, 5] . A characterization of I is given in Remark 3.4. The HKR-isomorphism I is used in two different ways to define isomorphisms between Hochschild (co)homology and Dolbeault cohomology. Firstly, compose with the inverse of I in the first variable to obtain an isomorphism
where T πn is the relative tangent bundle. This leads to the HKR-isomorphism for Hochschild cohomology
For Hochschild homology we compose with I in the second variable to obtain:
with Φ HH * En an isomorphism of R n -algebras and Φ
HH *
En compatible with the HH * -module structure on both sides (this is a simple generalization to the relative setting of e.g. [17, Rmk. 6.3] ).
Conjugating with the HKR-isomorphisms yields also isomorphisms
is simply the contraction with the relative Atiyah class. The following is a straightforward generalization of a result of Toda [34] which itself relies on Cȃldȃraru's paper [7] . For the reader's convenience we will sketch the main arguments of the proof.
Lemma 3.6. With the above assumptions, one has
Proof. This results relies on the commutativity of the following diagram (see [34, Lemma 5.7, 5.8] ) which in turn is based upon the description of the HKR-isomorphisms in terms of the universal Atiyah class (see (3.3)):
(Here, ψ 2 is induced by the equivalence Ψ 2 in Section 3.2. Similarly, ψ 1 further below is induced by Ψ 1 .) A similar diagram holds true with X ′ n replaced by X n and pullling back via the first projection. Then one has to add the pull-back τ * of the automorphism τ of X n × Rn X n interchanging the two factors. As we will see, the appearance of τ * is crucial. One obtains the commutative diagram
The proof given in [34] generalizes in a straightforward way. The action of τ * can be best understood via the isomorphism HT * (X n /R n ) ≃ HH * (X n /R n ) = Ext * Xn× Rn Xn (O ∆n , O ∆n ). It turns out that τ * respects the bigrading of HT * (X n /R n ) and acts by (−1) q on H p (X n , q T πn ). The degree two component of the product of a class in H 1 (X n × Rn X ′ n , T πn×π ′ n ) with exp(A(E n )) is simply the contraction with the Atiyah class. Thus one finds Then Spec(R n ) ⊂ D can be extended to Spec(R n+1 ) ⊂ D such that β = κ n , i.e. β is the relative Kodaira-Spencer class on X n determined by X n+1 := X × D Spec(R n+1 ). Indeed, β considered as a section of Ext (Ω π S , O X S ) is thus spanned by β. Choosing the embedding Spec(R n+1 ) (i.e. the local parameter) appropriately, one can assume that β = κ n .
Later we will consider two situations. We shall start with a deformation over a smooth onedimensional base and study the induced finite order and formal neighbourhoods. This information will be used to construct an a priori different formal deformation by describing recursively the relative Kodaira-Spencer classes of arbitrary order.
Deformation of derived equivalences of K3 surfaces
Let X and X ′ be two projective K3 surfaces and let
be a Fourier-Mukai equivalence with kernel E 0 ∈ D b (X × X ′ ). For most of Section 4 we will only consider the case X = X ′ . In order to distinguish both sides of the Fourier-Mukai equivalence however, we will nevertheless use X ′ for the right hand side. In this section we complete (see end of Section 4.4) the proof of our main result, which we restate here in a different form. satisfies Φ H * E 0 = (−id H 2 ) ⊕ id H 0 ⊕H 4 . As all orientation preserving Hodge isometries do lift to autoequivalences (see [15, 21, 31] or [17, Ch. 10] ), this seemingly weaker form is equivalent to the original Theorem 2.
The proof splits in several steps and we argue by contradiction. First, we need to translate the hypothesis, which is in terms of singular cohomology, into the language of Hochschild homology. This will allow us to deform the given Fourier-Mukai kernel sideways to first order (see Section 4.1). Extending the kernel to arbitrary order is more involved, it will take up Section 4.2. Using results of Lieblich, we conclude in Section 4.3 that the Fourier-Mukai kernel can be extended to a perfect complex on the formal scheme and thus leads to a derived equivalence of the general fibres. The kernel of any Fourier-Mukai equivalence of the general fibre however has been shown in Section 2.7 to be a sheaf. In Section 4.4 we explain how this leads to a contradiction when going back to the special fibre. (K X ) = ±K X ′ . In the situation of our main theorem we will have X = X ′ and Φ H * E 0 acts on H 2 (X, Z) by −id and thus indeed Φ H 2 E 0 (K X ) = −K X . Consider a real ample class ω on X, i.e. ω ∈ K X ∩ (Pic(X) ⊗ R) and let v 0 ∈ H 1 (X, T X ) be the Kodaira-Spencer class of the first order deformation of X given by the twistor space X(ω) / / P(ω) associated to the Kähler class ω. More precisely, up to scaling, v 0 maps to ω under the isomorphism H 1 (X, T X ) ∼ / / H 1 (X, Ω 1 X ) induced by a fixed trivializing section σ ∈ H 0 (X, ω X ). 
O ∆ ) ≃ H 0 (X, T X )⊕H 1 (X, O X ) = 0 for the K3 surface X, this immediately shows that E 0 is rigid. Hence the existence of E 1 follows from Proposition 3.7. The assertion that Φ E 1 is again an equivalence is part iii) of Remark 2.3.
4.2.
Deforming to higher order. The idea to proceed is to extend recursively X ′
